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I, John M. Tries, Chairman of the Wisconsin Gaming Commission, and custodian 

of the official records, certify that the annexed rules, relating to the operation of pari-

mutuel racing in Wisconsin, were duly approved and adopted by this commission on 

April 21, 1994. 

I further certify that this copy has been compared by me with the original on file 

with this commission and that it is a true copy of the original, and of the whole original. 

/ ,I I 
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
set my hand of the Wisconsin Gaming 
Commission at 150 East Gilman Street, Suite 
1000, in the city of Madison this 10 day of 
November, 1994. 
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The Wisconsin Gaming Commission proposes an order to repeal aridrecreate~E// 

9.09, relating to pari-mutuel racing. 
/ / J .~. \ \.,' 

ANALYSIS PREPARED BY THE WISCONSIN GAMING COMMISSION 

Statutory authority: ss. 561.02 and 562.065 (1), Stats. 

Statutes interpreted: ss. 562.02 (1) (a) and 562.065 (1), (2), (3) and (4), Stats. 

Summary of Proposed Rule: 

RACE 9.09 requires selection of the first 2 finishers, irrespective of order, in each of 
2 specified races. This section is consistent with the uniform model rules as adopted by the 
Association of Racing Commissioners International, Inc. Quiniela double tickets sh all be 
purchased for both of the 2 quiniela double races prior to the first of the 2 races, without 
any exchange between the first and second races comprising the wager. Further, this 
section is recreated to allow for consolation payouts due to multiple scratches of animals 
in the second race and distribute payouts to more winners when there is no ticket correctly 
selecting the first 2 finishers in each of the quiniela double races. 

TEXT OF RULE 

SECTION 1. Section RACE 9.09 is repealed and recreated to read: 

RACE 9.09 QUINIELA DOUBLE POOLS. (1) The quiniela double requires selection 

of the first 2 finishers, irrespective of order, in each of two specified races. Quin iela double 

tickets shall be purchased for both of the 2 quiniela double races prior to the first of the 2 

races, without any exchange of tickets between the first and second races. 
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(2) The net quiniela double pool shall be distributed to winning wagers in the 

following precedence, based upon the official order of finish: 

(a) If animals representing the sam e wagering interest finish as the first 2 finishers in 

either race, as a single price pool to those selecting the an imals representing the sam e 

wagering interest combined with the next separate wagering interest in the official order of 

finish for that race, as weil as the first 2 finishers in the corresponding quiniela double race, 

otherwise; 

(b) As a single price pool to those who selected the first 2 finishers in each, of the 2 

quiniela double races. If there is no ticket selecting the first 2 finishers in each of the 

quiniela double races, then; 

(c) As a single price pool to those who selected the first 2 finishers in the first 

quiniela double race. If there is no ticket selecting the first 2 finishers in the first quiniela 

double race, then; 

(d) The entire pool sh all be refunded on quiniela double wagers for those races. 

(3) If there is a dead heat for first in either of the 2 quiniela double races involving: 

(a) Animals representing the same wagering interest, the quiniela double pool shall 

be distributed to those selecting the animals representing the sam e wagering interest 

combined with the next separate wagering interest in the official order of finish for that race. 

(b) Animals representing 2 wagering interests, the quiniela double pool shall be 

distributed as if no dead heat occurred. 

(c) Animals representing 3 or more wagering interests, the quiniela double pool shall 

be distributed as a profit split. 
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(4) If there is a dead heat for second in either of the quiniela double races involving 

animals representing the same wagering interest, the quiniela double pool sh all be 

distributed as if no dead heat occurred. 

(5) If there is a dead heat for second in either of the quiniela double races involving 

animals representing 2 or more wagering interests, the quiniela double pool shall be 

distributed as a profit split. 

(6) If a wagering interest in the first half of the quiniela double is scratched prior to 

the first quiniela double race being declared offieial, all money wagered on combinations 

including the scratched wagering interest shall be deducted from the quiniela double pool 

and refunded. 

(7) If a wagering interest in the second half of the quin iela double is scratched prior 

to the close of wagering on the first quiniela double race, all money wagered on 

combinations including the scratched wagering interest sh all be deducted from the quiniela 

double pool and refunded. 

(8) If a wagering interest in the second half of the quiniela double is scratched after 

the close of wagering on the first quiniela double race, all wagers combining the winning 

combination in the first race with a combination including the scratched wagering interest 

in the second race sh all be allocated a consolation payout. In calculating the consolation 

payout the net quiniela double pool shall be divided by the total amount wagered on the 

winning combination in the first race and an unbroken consolation price obtained. The 

broken consolation price is multiplied by the dollar value of wagers on the winning 

combination in the first race combined with a combination including the scratched wagering 
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interest in the second race to obtain the consolation payout. Breakage is not declared in 

this calculation. The consolation payout is deducted from the net quiniela double pool 

before calculation and distribution of the winning quiniela double payout. In the event of 

a dead heat involving separate wagering interests, the net quiniela double pool sh all be 

d istributed as a profit spl it. 

(9) If either of the quiniela double races is canceled prior to the first quiniela double 

race, or the first quiniela double race is declared no race, the entire quini~la double pool 

shall be refunded on quiniela double wagers for those races. 

(10) If the second quiniela double race is canceled or declared no race after the 

conclusion ofthe first quiniela double race, the net quiniela double pool shall be distributed 

as a single price pool to wagers selecting the winning combination in the first quiniela 

double race. If there are no wagers selecting the winning combination in the first quiniela 

double race, the entire quiniela double pool shall be refunded on quiniela double wagers 

for those races. 

This rule sh all take effeet on the first day of the month following publication in the 
Wisconsin administrative register as provided in s. 227.22 (2) (intro.), Stats. 

Jo 
Dated: lI/lrJj?y Agency: 
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WISCONSIN GAMING COMMISSION 

Tommy G. Thompson, GovernoI' 

10hn M. Tries, Chairman 
Terence M. DlInleavy, Commissioner 
Lenl1ie A. Weber, Commissioner 

Gary Poulson 
Revisor of Statutes 
131 West Wilson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 53702 

RE: CR 94-95 

Dear Mr. Poulson: 

CapitalOUiee 

November 10, 1994 

CapitalOffiee: 
150 East Gilman Street, Sl/ite 1000 

P.O. Box 8979 
Madison, Wiscol1sin 53708-8979 

(608) 264-6607 
FAX (608) 267-4879 

West Offiee: 
1802 West Beltline Highway 

P. O. Box 8941 
Madison, Wisconsin 53708-8941 

(608) 266-7777 
FAX (608) 264-6644 

Enclosed please find a certified copy for publication in the Wisconsin 
Administrative Register and the order adopting the rule in the above refereneed matter. 
An uncertified copy and computer disk have also been provided for printing purposes. 

KJA:cma 
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Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

J~tA-a M 
Kenneth J. Artis 
Deputy General Counsel 


